View the complete version: Wtf??????????????????

Posted by: Tintin
Date: 22-09-2011 21:34:58
Whappend to the fecktard posts from this morning? did he overload the server with all his bullshat posting?
Posted by: Tonka
Date: 22-09-2011 21:42:11
Tintin wrote:
Whappend to the fecktard posts from this morning? did he overload the server with all his bullshat
posting?
What have I missed?
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-09-2011 21:47:10
Some posts which were made this morning, perchance? :whistle: :D :D The fecktard filter is apparently fully functional over
here. :devilish:
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 22-09-2011 21:53:41
There is a god! :D
thought you'd seriously allowed him on here, Initial thought was.........................
There's another forum i wont bother with anymore then!! :o :o
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-09-2011 22:01:35
Never saw them personally, but it's a safe bet he wouldn't have lasted any longer irregardless of who got first dibs. Not
that I'm telling which lucky barsteward got that honour... :D
Posted by: meooo
Date: 22-09-2011 22:08:46
spoil sports.....removing hazards.... :whistle:
Posted by: Tonka
Date: 22-09-2011 22:26:35
Ahhhh...I see... :lol:
Posted by: Sancho
Date: 22-09-2011 22:33:07
Fecktard? Bullshat? I actually do some work for once and I miss all the interesting stuff.

Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-09-2011 22:35:08
You're not alone Sanch. I missed it all too. :D
Posted by: meooo
Date: 22-09-2011 22:38:56
I saw them but didnt get a chance to read (bloody customers won't wait while you ignore them) and when I came
back....gone.... :mad:
Posted by: biosurf
Date: 22-09-2011 22:39:53
and it wasn't even up long enough for Google to cache it.
Posted by: Tonka
Date: 22-09-2011 22:47:28
Perhaps I don't see after all??
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-09-2011 23:23:48
Tonka wrote:
Perhaps I don't see after all??
{Skulks off to look for a smacktard smiley... :devilish:}
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-09-2011 23:44:45
On a slight deviation of the subject, it looks like the fireworks over there are on the horizon.
Posted by: biosurf
Date: 22-09-2011 23:50:39
True. Just on my way to bed but tempted to stay up a liiiittle longer
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-09-2011 23:52:20
Possibly worthwhile. He seems to be on a path to piss many off tonight. :D
Posted by: biosurf
Date: 22-09-2011 23:55:09
but actually not heading towards meltdown it seems
I think its maybe just a case that the sphincter between his mouth and his brain has worn out
Posted by: Matt
Date: 23-09-2011 00:01:24

The full meltdown will probably take a week or so. There's the glib, stubborn phase to go through yet, so that part will take
a short while. Depends on exactly how much arseyness he gets from people over the next few days and his threshold for
belittlement.
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 23-09-2011 00:10:53
Which one are we talking about, there are many.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 23-09-2011 00:12:49
Mr 11p.m. :D
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 23-09-2011 00:17:05
He found his way over here and we weren't allowed to play!
Posted by: MWS
Date: 23-09-2011 08:44:24
Matt wrote:
The full meltdown will probably take a week or so. There's the glib, stubborn phase to go through yet, so
that part will take a short while. Depends on exactly how much arseyness he gets from people over the next few days and
his
threshold for belittlement.
You're not suggesting that anyone should take the opportunity to rattle his cage a little, are you Matt?..........No, that
would never do........... :devil: .
Posted by: Matt
Date: 23-09-2011 08:47:08
Wouldn't dream of suggesting such a thing... :whistle: :devilish:
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 23-09-2011 19:47:58
Since i missed all the fun can someone tell me what went on so i can catch up on the gossip... :lol:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 23-09-2011 20:15:06
And will someone please repost!
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 24-09-2011 07:54:23
come on give us some details of what happened
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 24-09-2011 08:10:18
A member from HLS joined here ...... and was then ejected rather rapidly.

Posted by: stormforce
Date: 24-09-2011 08:12:11
not the one that rang me is it or a friend of
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 24-09-2011 08:15:18
Begins with a T and ends in a Y
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 24-09-2011 08:19:38
and the middle letter a R :whistle:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 24-09-2011 08:23:33
stormforce wrote:
and the middle letter a R :whistle:
Nah, not Terry. :D :D Thrifty. It just ain't worth listening to all the shite he spouts. He seems to have an active stage
over on HLS, and there he can stay.
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 24-09-2011 08:27:20
ah right.he is a great big twat anyway
Posted by: Matt
Date: 24-09-2011 08:31:50
He does seem somewhat testing, from the glimpses I've caught of his posts so far.
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 24-09-2011 09:18:12
ive never really replied to post of his as they all seem crap anyway
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 24-09-2011 09:19:57
He has an answer for everything which is normally ;
1, wrong
2, of no real significance
3, he doesnt like me or my gaskets :lol:
4, he will google/wiki the sh1t out of it and copy n paste a whole bunch of irelevant bs.
and the pic of him with skid marks on his shorts will be imortalised on the internet forever. :whistle:
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 24-09-2011 09:21:21
and i thought you were full of crap aswell till i read that gasket thread and i knew for sure you are full of crap.... :P :D
:lol: :whistle:

Posted by: shokenore
Date: 24-09-2011 09:47:58
How rude ;)
Posted by: Matt
Date: 24-09-2011 09:50:11
shokenore wrote:
How rude ;)
It's an old age thing...

He's obviously slipping as he should now be at ignorant twat level at least. :D
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 24-09-2011 09:52:28
:lol: :lol: :lol: i should be on the pro level by now though
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 24-09-2011 11:57:38
stormforce wrote:
and i thought you were full of crap aswell till i read that gasket thread and i knew for sure you are
full of crap.... :P :D :lol: :whistle:
Which thread the gasket thread or "o" ring thread?
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 24-09-2011 13:17:52
hell there was 2 threads..I only read the one. :D
Only joking though Shoke :D
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 25-09-2011 07:52:45
Lets see..........if they are enforced
1. Abusive or offensive language will not be tolerated.
2. Personal attacks on other members. If it happens bring it to the attention of a moderator, do not get involved.
3. Flaming of any member, wether new or old is not allowed. Go easy on the newbies, they don't know how often a topic
has
previously been posted or a question asked, Remind them about the search function by all means, but do it constructively,
by

finding the post they need for them rather than just shouting search! all the time. (we were all new here once)
4. Hijacking of threads which are relevant to a specific topic is not permitted. Please keep the thread on the topic for
which it was started.
5. If a thread is not to your liking move on or report it if its offensive, do not get involved.
6. No spamming.
7. If its something thats not happening on here then don't bring it here, keep it off the forum.
8. No adult material or offensive, adult jokes. ( this is an open forum to people of all ages )
9. In general not everyone will agree with what gets posted, you can disagree but do it constructively, without being
personal, rude or slanderous or simply move on to the next thread/post.
10. Please keep 'text' speak to a minimum, its very annoying and lazy!
11. All for sale posts are to be made in the relevant for sale section, any
posted elsewhere on the forum will be moved or deleted.
Any threads post that breach the above rules will be moved to the moderators section. Moderators will review the
post/thread
and take appropriate against any offenders.
Yellow cards will be issued to a breach of the above rules along with three points. The yellow card will remain in place
for
a set time after which it will be removed. The points will stay, tot up 12 points and you will recieve a permanant ban.
Whilst a yellow card is in place and a further breach of the rules is made, the yellow will be upgraded to red and a
permanant ban will be given.
Whilst we accept in the most, people are grown up enough to know whats acceptable, the above rules should offer some
to
guidance as to what is and what is not permitted.
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 25-09-2011 08:00:17
Hmmmmm :chained:
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 25-09-2011 08:03:28
The big joke is he thinks i deleted him from here ...... oh how wrong he is.
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 25-09-2011 08:13:10
I kinda get the feeling I may have irritated him a bit.
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 25-09-2011 08:17:58
Hey ho shit happens
Any way off to play now ....... see you all later with some pic's
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 25-09-2011 08:30:06
I am sat here thinking is it really worth replying to the (edit) he posts about being nearly run over by a bus when he is
working on his truck by the road. he posts a list of his engineering f4ck ups and seems quite proud neither of which did i
comment on . yet f5ck me I mention gasket sealant and he goes effin nuclear.(boring bit gloss over if reqd I fix chillers for
a living so kinda have a bit of experience with gaskets and refigerants boring bit over).
Many many others have royally ripped the p!ss out of him on a more regular basis yet he seems to blame me......
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 25-09-2011 09:04:38

shokenore wrote:
I am sat here thinking is it really worth replying to the (edit) he posts about being nearly run over
by a bus when he is working on his truck by the road. he posts a list of his engineering f4ck ups and seems quite proud
neither of which did i comment on . yet f5ck me I mention gasket sealant and he goes effin nuclear.(boring bit gloss over
if
reqd I fix chillers for a living so kinda have a bit of experience with gaskets and refigerants boring bit over).
Many many others have royally ripped the p!ss out of him on a more regular basis yet he seems to blame me......
It's ok Princess...you are still mummys special soldier. :D ;)
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 25-09-2011 09:17:18
gwh200 wrote:
shokenore wrote:
I am sat here thinking is it really worth replying to the (edit) he posts about
being nearly run over by a bus when he is working on his truck by the road. he posts a list of his engineering f4ck
ups and
seems quite proud neither of which did i comment on . yet f5ck me I mention gasket sealant and he goes effin
nuclear.(boring
bit gloss over if reqd I fix chillers for a living so kinda have a bit of experience with gaskets and refigerants boring
bit
over).
Many many others have royally ripped the p!ss out of him on a more regular basis yet he seems to blame me......
It's ok Princess...you are still mummys special soldier. :D ;)
Fank u thats left me feeling all warm and cozy ;)
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 25-09-2011 09:52:23
shokenore wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
shokenore wrote:
I am sat here thinking is it really worth replying to the
(edit) he posts about being nearly run over by a bus when he is working on his truck by the road. he posts a list
of his
engineering f4ck ups and seems quite proud neither of which did i comment on . yet f5ck me I mention gasket
sealant and he
goes effin nuclear.(boring bit gloss over if reqd I fix chillers for a living so kinda have a bit of experience with
gaskets
and refigerants boring bit over).
Many many others have royally ripped the p!ss out of him on a more regular basis yet he seems to blame me......
It's ok Princess...you are still mummys special soldier. :D ;)
Fank u thats left me feeling all warm and cozy ;)
Now get upstairs and clean your room...or no play time.
I alwyas imagine Helen telling Bio..."Make ALL the food NOW, or no playing in the mud". :D
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 25-09-2011 13:48:46
Bio Hazard wrote:
Lets see..........if they are enforced
What's happened?

Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 25-09-2011 15:46:39
Minor meltdown
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 25-09-2011 16:52:28
I saw Thrifty having a rant about here, then Wolfie wading in, I argued that here is more than just a forum. But you'll have
seen that. Did anything more happen?
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 25-09-2011 16:55:16
The rules were enforced...... i ain't got a clue , they got deleted whilst i was out on the plain with the guys from Elite
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 25-09-2011 17:04:21
:/
What was he whining about here for then ?
Did somebody say something nasty about him ?
:whistle:
Posted by: JUDWAK
Date: 25-09-2011 17:27:44
you set of wiltshire c###s

was the last i saw :D
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 25-09-2011 18:00:32
shokenore wrote:
I am sat here thinking is it really worth replying to the (edit) he posts about being nearly run over
by a bus when he is working on his truck by the road
Any chance of finding the bus driver and giving him a slap for missing the twat ? :devilish: :devilish:
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 25-09-2011 18:01:39
a shed load of his posts got binned this morning,lot of ranting on about people slagging him off behind his back saying he
couldnt care less bit of self trolling a bit of baiting rattling on about ip's ? saying he had had enough and the usual
fectard stuff
Posted by: Tonka
Date: 26-09-2011 20:05:42
That really is it!...
Was hoping to start a business with him making houses out of lolly sticks...But I guess that's off the cards now...
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 30-09-2011 17:24:10
I see Tony has put him right today as well
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 30-09-2011 17:38:06
It was getting a little bit quiet then I guess he has had the chance to stock up on voddy (his bs will never run out) ;)
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 30-09-2011 17:43:33
shokenore wrote:
It was getting a little bit quiet then I guess he has had the chance to stock up on voddy (his bs will
never run out) ;)

I spose we are the Wiltshire C**** :cool:
Posted by: meooo
Date: 30-09-2011 19:20:18
Best change your title then :D :D
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 01-10-2011 09:39:25
Bio Hazard wrote:
shokenore wrote:
It was getting a little bit quiet then I guess he has had the chance to stock
up on voddy (his bs will never run out) ;)
I spose we are the Wiltshire C**** :cool:
I would prefer to be nay I am proud to be called a wiltshire c**** if the option is either to be a booze ridden bullshit
typing self trolling irrelevant topic posting idiotic 12 twelve toed inbred ingrate and in case a certain individual is
lurking "I AM CORNISH " but will happily take the title of "wiltshire c***" so as not to confuse the booze ridden bullshit
typing self trolling irrelevant topic posting idiotic 12 twelve toed inbred ingrate :devilish:
Posted by: Tonka
Date: 01-10-2011 11:19:38
shokenore wrote:
Bio Hazard wrote:
shokenore wrote:
It was getting a little bit quiet then I guess he has
had the chance to stock up on voddy (his bs will never run out) ;)
I spose we are the Wiltshire C**** :cool:
I would prefer to be nay I am proud to be called a wiltshire c**** if the option is either to be a booze ridden bullshit
typing self trolling irrelevant topic posting idiotic 12 twelve toed inbred ingrate and in case a certain individual is
lurking "I AM CORNISH " but will happily take the title of "wiltshire c***" so as not to confuse the booze ridden bullshit
typing self trolling irrelevant topic posting idiotic 12 twelve toed inbred ingrate :devilish:
Jeez...why not tell it like it is??...don't hold back.. :lol:
Since coming to the dark side it's nice to see your making an effort... :devilish: :lol:
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 01-10-2011 17:47:51
Hey If you want the facts ...... I am from the Surry Sussex border ..... i settled in wilts 16 years ago
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 01-10-2011 18:46:42
I'm Glaswegian.
Posted by: BigBobE
Date: 01-10-2011 18:55:51
I'm South Africian / Irish with a bit of confusion as well

Posted by: gwh200
Date: 01-10-2011 19:11:02
I'm sotonian...so probably scotonian by now.
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 01-10-2011 19:19:36
Albannach wrote:
I'm Glaswegian.
Ahhhh Iron Brew :D
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 01-10-2011 19:21:18
BigBobE wrote:
I'm South Africian / Irish with a bit of confusion as well
http://www.youtube.com/watch
In truth i have met some great guys from there
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 01-10-2011 19:24:50
Bio Hazard wrote:
Albannach wrote:
I'm Glaswegian.
Ahhhh Iron Brew :D
It's. Irn Bru...you heathen. :D
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 01-10-2011 19:27:38
gwh200 wrote:
I'm sotonian...so probably scotonian by now.
Melons said your....................

Note from 1.21 :devilish:
http://www.youtube.com/watch
I think you look like your avatar :devilish:
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 01-10-2011 19:28:46
gwh200 wrote:
Bio Hazard wrote:
Albannach wrote:
I'm Glaswegian.
Ahhhh Iron Brew :D
It's. Irn Bru...you heathen. :D
That's why i'm a southener :lol:
Posted by: BigBobE
Date: 01-10-2011 19:46:13
http://www.youtube.com/watch
Posted by: Matt
Date: 01-10-2011 22:49:47
That advert never seems any less amusing, no matter how many times you watch it.

